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Google Basics page 1 

www.google.com 

 

http://www.google.com/
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Google Basics page 2 

• In most cases go to advanced search for greater control 

• Utilize the date range to exclude old material (or find old material) 
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The Advanced Search Page links to an 

article called “Advanced Search Tips” 

• That page then links to further explanatory material 

• Use the minus sign to exclude words 

  ali -mohammad 

  “george washington” –bridge 

• 3 digit number: assumes it is an area code 

• 5 digit number assumes it is a zip code 

• 1Z9999W99999999999 assumes a UPS or FEDEX Tracking 

Number 

• Cooking Conversions:  2 cups in ounces 

• Get Sports scores: boston red sox (NOTE: the score will be the first 

of nine million results) 
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Google yourself (or a potential date) 

• It helps to have an unusual name 

• Start off including your middle name and 

the current town 

• Expand to other places you have lived 

• Start using the minus sign to eliminate 

others of the same name who have a 

characteristic you can exclude. 

• For fun, look at the Search Stories 
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The Best Story  (my opinion) 

What's that song's name? 

        You ever hear a song that you wish you knew the name of? 
Usually you can just Google a few key lyrics to find the answer, but 
when the song has no lyrics, one has to get creative. This was the 
case a few years ago when I was tasked with finding out the name 
of that famous circus/carnival music with the calliope, like the clown 
music people usually hum in situations when someone's just done 
something silly. You know, it kind of goes like "doot doot doodle-
oodle oot doot do do?" Sorta? Of course it's more likely that you'd 
recognize the tune if I could whistle it to you. Except everyone I'd 
whistled to, despite recognizing the tune, had no clue what the name 
of the song was. So, on a whim, I googled it.  I went to Google 
Search, typed in "doot doot doodle-oodle oot doot do do" (without 
quotes, even!), clicked "I'm Feeling Lucky" -- and guess what? It's 
called "Entrance of the Gladiators" -- also known as "Thunder and 
Blazes" -- by Czech composer Julius Fučík.  
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Use Google to find Tricks 
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A somewhat different search 
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What will we do today 

• I researched a sub-set of the articles identified 

previously 

• I own two excellent (though somewhat old) 

books from O’Reilly Media, Inc. 

• Google Hacks: 100 Industrial-Strength Tips and 

Tools by Tara Calishain (2003) 

• Google: The Missing Manual by Sarah Milstein 

(2004) 

So here are some of my favorites 
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You can create a Boolean Search 

Note: default word is “and” 

   snowmobile or snowblower or Green Bay 

   snowmobile (snowblower or Green Bay) 

 

Use a wild card to replace full words: 

   three * mice 

   once * * time 

But moon* will not bring back moonlight 
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Dictionary, Address/Phone & Time 

• Define followed by a word brings back the definition of 

that word 

– Define happy 

• Locate an address and phone number 

    Or can add first name:  phonebook:john rudy ma 

• Find the time: time Cairo 
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Similar to; Flights & Weather 

Googling ~nutrition returns results with nutrition, food, and health in them.  
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Currency 
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Timelines 

Type in television view:timeline 

Click on “timeline” on the left edge 

Partial results are below, including reference urls 
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Google Earth 

http://earth.google.com/  
http://earth.google.com/tour.html  

 

 

http://earth.google.com/
http://earth.google.com/tour.html
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In Google Maps, View Traffic  Thurs 2:02pm 
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Re-examine Traffic During Rush Hour 
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Google creates a Bike Trip with Detailed Turns 
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Get answers by asking a question 

• double quarter pounder with cheese has * calories  (ans: 740) 

• new york city has * people 

• one pound contains * ounces 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• friendlies coolatta has * calories 
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Use Google as a Versatile Calculator 

http://www.google.com/help/calculator.html for a detailed explanation 

 

The calculator recognizes signs like +, -. *, / 

The calculator recognizes math words like sqrt, sin, cos, ln, log, pi, I 

End a request with an equal sign to ensure that Google knows that you 

want to use the calculator (not always required) 

• e**(i pi) + 1  returns zero (the right answer) 

• 176 in roman numerals returns CLXXVI 

• 1 a.u./c returns 8.31675359 min, with “a.u.” meaning “astronomical 

units” and c is the speed of light   

http://www.google.com/help/calculator.html
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Translation of Text or Web Pages 

• Click on “language tools” 
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Finding Images or Videos 

• Some images have captions, others can be searched based on the 

text surrounding the image on a page 

• http://images.google.com/ goes to an image home page 

• Alternatively link to images or videos from the home page 

• Click on Advanced Search for additional options such as Photos.  

Found 258,000 wildebeests 

• NOTE: many pictures are not in the public domain 

 

http://images.google.com/
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Google Shopping 

1. Click on “shopping” and it will bring up the beta version of its 
shopping SW 

2. I typed in “binoculars” and it returned a wide variety.  I picked 
20x50 

3. That returned 569 results with pictures and references, and 
provides ability to compare prices 

4. When you find a product you think you like go to Amazon and look 
up reviews before you buy 
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Remove Material from Google’s View 

Note: I have never personally tried it but the URLs are current 

1. If you have a specific web page you want to be ignored by Google (in the 

future) add a no index meta tag to the page between the opening and closing 

tags. <meta name=“googlebot” content=“noindexdc”> 

2. See http://www.robotstxt.org/meta.html for additional information 

3. If you wish to have Google remove stuff it has already obtained: 

• http://www.google.com/support/webmasters/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer

=164734  The paste below is from this page. 

• You can also remove images, like the one from the company party 

 

http://www.robotstxt.org/meta.html
http://www.google.com/support/webmasters/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=164734
http://www.google.com/support/webmasters/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=164734
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Google has 42 Apps  --  Another Talk 

http://www.google.com/intl/en/options/  

http://www.google.com/intl/en/options/
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And the rest of them 



This is just the tip of 

the iceberg 


